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ABSTRACT: The intention of engaging children and young people in sustainable architectural design is for 
them to learn about sustainable principles and practices of building.  This is seen as valuable due to the 
ideals sitting behind this premise; that this may positively influence their behaviour towards the built 

environment in the future.  A creative and problem-solving process, design and construction of spaces is not 
traditionally taught in New Zealand primary schools.  Yet, in practice, the process offers advantages that fit it 
well for children’s learning about the environment.  For example design is experiential, cross-disciplinary, 
collaborative, engaging, egalitarian, on going and can lead to authentic and relevant outcomes.  Using an 
action-taking project by primary schoolchildren to co-design and build an eco-classroom at their school this 
paper considers these factors in conjunction with education for sustainability (EfS) principles and making 
reference to other co-design projects.  As a result some key management aspects of this co-design project 
will be identified.  Called ‘ecologies of learning’ to emphasise their integrated nature and the overarching 

focus of sustainable learning within the project, they suggest some important foci for co-design projects that 
may encourage a more mainstream shift from principles to practice in this area, among built environment 
professionals.   
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The focus of this paper is the importance of engaging children and youth in a process of environmentally sustainable 
architectural design and construction.  The rationale for this importance is the increasingly accepted notion that children 
are not only capable of contributing valuably within a design forum (Chiles 2005; Iltus & Hart 1995; Sancar 2006) and stand 
to gain a lot from it in terms of learning in all domains (knowledge, skills, attitudes and values) (Wake 2010a).  It is also 
their right under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, or UNCRC (UNHCR 1989).  The paper reports 

on research that investigated learning in primary school students (the terms ‘students’ and ‘children’ will be used 
interchangeably in this paper) aged 9-11 years who participated in a long-term project (four plus years) at a New Zealand 
primary school to co-design and co-construct an eco-classroom, which utilises sustainable principles and incorporates 
‘green’ choices such as concrete flooring for warmth and macrocarpa wood framing that doesn’t require chemical 
treatment.  Within this research it was found that the process followed led to deeper meaning and learning about 
sustainable architecture, which is therefore more likely to result in permanent behaviour changes towards the environment 
in the future. In addition, students developed a greater understanding of architecture and design, which may lead to them 
entering the profession as a career.  Even if they do not, it is posited that it will be of benefit to them in the future as they 

buy, build and renovate their own properties.  
 
First considering the principles of both learning and participation in children, the paper will then segue into discussion and 
evidence from the author’s research into the eco-classroom project, which identifies some practical aspects of importance 
in managing projects like this.  In this way the strong integration of principles to practice that characterise the eco-
classroom project provides recommendations that could make a positive difference to the future of both the environment 
and the profession of architecture. 
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1. EfS THEORY AND ITS PRACTICE IN THE ECO-CLASSROOM PROJECT 
 
Global educational literature (e.g. UNESCO 1977: 1992), followed by New Zealand (e.g. Ministry of Education 1999) points 
pedagogically towards the importance of a democratic or participatory approach to education for sustainability (EfS) with 

children. This approach has also been linked to action-taking projects in EfS (Jensen & Schnack 1997), which is about 
education ‘for’ the environment (i.e. values-based), rather than projects ‘about’ (knowledge-based) or ‘in’ (skills-based) the 
environment (Tilbury 1995).  Jensen and Schnack’s (1997) proposal of the concept of ‘action competence’ as a state of 
‘becoming’ rather than ‘being’ indicates that EfS is a journey, rather than a destination and this requires knowledge, 
commitment and vision alongside the pre-requisite of democracy between all participants. It is also recommended that 
environmental examples for EfS, begin locally, especially within the community (Chawla & Cushing 2007), since this gives 
the project relevance. Empowering  school students through ownership of authentic projects (i.e. meaningfully real-life as 
opposed to mimicing real-life situations) and associated decision-making has greater potential to permanently change 
attitudes and behaviour towards the environment through learning transformations (Fien & Greenall Gough 1996).  

 
While it is understood that not all EfS learning will or should take place in the formal environment of school, it is 
acknowledged that school occupies a significant part of the life of children in the developed world and is therefore an ideal 
place for environmental projects to occur.  In this regard the national support of EfS, via governments including it in the 
education curriculum is an important motivator for schools and teachers, who are already beleagured with expectations 
and requirements around achievement and levels of learning.  While in Australia there is compulsory EfS learning included 
in the curriculum for years 1-10 (Fien 2004), the most recent New Zealand curriculum, while being more flexible to ‘local 
context’ and implying EfS through its vision, themes and espoused values, falls short of making EfS mandatory for schools 

(Ministry of Education 2007).  
 
Mogansen and Schnack (2010) emphasise that viewing EfS with an action competence lens shifts focus from isolated facts 
and skills to dealing holistically with real situations that embrace collective learning both within students and the school.  
This takes EfS learning into a far more empowering realm (Laessoe 2010) than the traditional science or transmissive 
approach as some have criticised (e.g. Tilbury 1995), while avoiding a moralistic stance as others have suggested (e.g. 
Littledyke 2004).  It also opens up the way for design-based disciplines like architecture to offer exciting and authentic 
projects with cross-disciplinary learning potential to the multi-disciplinary arena of EfS (Wake 2010a). According to Mardon 

(2007) there is increasing interest among New Zealand schools to tackle environmentally sustainable building projects 
within school grounds, as the realisation is made that EfS in schools needs to be holistic and encompass grounds and 
buildings. In addition schools interact as a community within the wider community of their situation, so it is this author’s 
suggestion that such projects have the potential to galvanise school communities and align schools and their wider 
communities more closely. 
 
The eco-classroom project espouses many of these principles and ideals.  As a school-based EfS project it developed (and 
is still on-going) within the Enviroschools Programme, developed by the Enviroschools Foundation, a New Zealand NGO 

that provides resources and a dedicated facilitator to assist any pre, primary or secondary school that joins in navigating 
their EfS journey (Mardon, Price, & Dennis 2005). The programme subscribes to a ‘whole school approach to 
sustainability’, as described by Tilbury and Wortman (2006), which integrates EfS across all aspects of school life and 
involves all layers of stakeholders in the school, from the Board of Trustees (governance body) to students (Oliphant 
2002).   In the case of the study school, which is graded as a decile ten (representing the highest level of socio-economic 
catchment among its students) primary school with 600 enrolments, located within the suburbs of a New Zealand city, the 
project evolved following the construction of a ‘whole school vision map’.  Development of the map is part of the Action 
Learning Cycle that forms the pedagogical structure of the Enviroschools Programme (Mardon, Price & Dennis 2005).  In 

addition, the lead environmental education teacher (the teacher) who championed the project used ‘thinking skills’ and 
reflective tools, which were effective in managing the inevitable changeover of students that occurred in a long term project 
(e.g. as students moved on from the school or came and went in different eco-classroom elective classes held).  The 
project was entirely driven by student learning and creatively designed to fit within the New Zealand school curriculum.  For 
a more comprehensive discussion of the way learning within the project was managed, refer to the ANZAScA Conference 
Proceedings for 2010 (Wake 2010b).   

 
 

2. DESIGN EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN  
 
Internationally, although still far from mainstream, design education for children is a movement gaining momentum due to 
the increasingly acknowledged importance of engaging young people spatially, especially with a social or sustainable bias.  
For example in Finland architectural education has been compulsorily included in the primary school curriculum since 2006 
(Meskanen 2008). In Helsinki, Arkki School of Architecture for Children and Youth is a non-profit organisation offering after 
school architectural environmental education programmes for children and youth aged 3-18 years (see 
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http://www.arkki.nu/).  In Holland, since 1988 a non-profit event originally called Bouwen in De Beurs has annually drawn 
hundreds of 7-12 year olds to the famous Beurs van Berlage in Amsterdam to design their dream house, with donated 
assistance from architects (see http://www.bouwenindebeurs.nl/main/int.html).  The event, now renamed Archikidz, has led 

to similar projects in Barcelona (called Constuint a la Sala – see http://construintalasala.org/cs1eng.html) and Buenos 
Aires. PLAYCE is an international association of architecture education that grew out of workshops called ‘Soundings’, one 
of which ran in Finland in 2003 (Parnell 2004).  It has an ethical mandate to foreground UNCRC and position children 
centrally in the design process (see www.playce.org).  These examples provide encouraging evidence of a groundswell of 
interest in architectural education for children.  The architect for the eco-classroom project endorsed the relevance of 
teaching children about drawing and design, saying: 

I think they have got a very strong spatial awareness. I think one thing that is really underplayed in schools is 
graphical understanding and knowledge and I think having them draw things, which are real inside their 
heads is really important (architect interview). 

 
3. PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN IN THE DESIGN OF THEIR ENVIRONMENTS 
 
Article 12.1 of UNCRC states that it is children’s (children are designated in the treaty as under the age of 18 years) right to 
participate in matters affecting them (UNHCHR 1989).  Although widely ratified by member nations, as Tienda and Wilson 
(2002) caution, all nations rich and poor face huge challenges in observing the convention, especially in a meaningful way.  

These authors point out that it is the shared responsibility of all members of society to protect the rights of all children, 
which they assert, requires universal respect from all spheres of the community including parental, professional and 
political.  Despite this, and the twenty plus years since the drafting of the convention, there is still great resistance from 
many quarters towards incorporating it into standard practice, not least in the design disciplines.  One place it has been 
more commonly integrated is within local government environments where there may be a mandate requiring some degree 
of planning consultation with children and youth (e.g. Berglund & Nordin 2007; Freeman, Nairn, & Sligo 2003). 
 
One of the most well-known models indicating types of children’s participation is Hart’s ‘ladder of participation’, first 
published in 1992 in a UNICEF Innocenti essay (Hart 1997). The model proposed that the bottom three rungs of the ladder 

(1. Manipulation, 2. Decoration, 3. Tokenism) were ‘non-participation’.  The top five rungs (4. Assigned but informed, 5. 
Consulted and informed, 6. Adult-initiated, shared decisions with children, 7. Child-initiated and directed, 8. Child-initiated, 
shared decisions with adults) are all degrees of ‘genuine participation’ (Hart 1997: 41).  Driskell (2002) distributed Hart’s 
eight categories across a graph that represented increasing community interaction and collaboration on the x axis and 
increasing decision-making and change-affect powers on the y axis.  The result is more holistically referenced and avoids a 
linear interpretation that is an inherent weakness of the ladder metaphor.  The Enviroschools Programme, which the eco-
classroom project was carried out within, espouses Driskell’s ‘shared decision-making’ between adults and children 
(Mardon et al. 2005).   

 
Participation of children in design of their environments is therefore a relatively new concept and design and management 
practitioners are often uncertain about it, feeling it untenably lengthens the design process and therefore the budget.  Yet 
there are many advantages to carrying it out, especially in the school environment.  One of the most important is it 
potentially provides participating students  with cross-disciplinary learning opportunities (e.g. written and oral 
communication, teamwork, research, maths, science, art, environmental sustainability) during the process of planning, 
designing and assisting in construction of their built environments (Sorrell & Sorrell 2005).  This adds layers of meaning 
and learning both to the experience and subsequent use of these spaces (Iltus & Hart 1995).  As a result, it is frequently 

believed it has the potential to empower children by giving them a say in their school environment (Burke 2007; Koralek & 
Mitchell 2005).  Other benefits include acknowledging children’s particular needs (Francis & Lorenzo 2002) and the fact 
that children bring different perspectives and fresh ideas that adults would probably never think of (Sutton & Kemp 2006).   
The resulting space is therefore better utilised by young people, and through generation of greater ownership, less likely to 
be vandalised (Iltus & Hart, 1995).  However, while children are natural designers, being free of the constraints adulthood 
brings (Koralek & Mitchell 2005) and possessing unique knowledge of the places they inhabit, such as schools (Sorrell & 
Sorrell 2005), they also lack skills to achieve a complex built structure.  Iltus and Hart (1995) emphasise it is important for 
them to collaboratively work with all ages, including adults, to a common end that is certain to require compromise on all 

sides. 
 
As a result of some large budget, high profile co-design projects, notably the now defunct Building Schools for the Future 
programme (BSF) in the United Kingdom, architectural co-design has become better known in educational circles, if not 
better regarded among the architectural profession.  BSF had some shortcomings and teething issues that included speed 
of roll-out and in-experience with the many complexities of combining large scale school building reform with student 
learning and incorporation of sustainable principles (den Besten, Horton, & Kraftl 2008; Parnell, Cave, & Torrington 2008).  
But it has put architectural co-design projects with school students on the map, as the following quote from Burke (2007: 
364) indicates: 
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Notions of participation in the design and construction of new or renewed learning environments has become 
a powerful element in discourses of pupil empowerment. Thus, children’s capacities and talents as 
innovators, researchers and designers, realised in partnership with professional practitioners, has come to 
be generally regarded as a legitimate and valuable factor in shaping and influencing the school of the future. 

However, as Wheeler (2009) points out, with particular reference to BSF, simply teaching students the role of the architect 
in building design does not lead to changed behaviours in terms of the environment.  Based on findings from the eco-
classroom project, this author proposes that a shift towards a path of action-oriented, values-focused environmental 

education such as indicated in Jensen and Schnack’s (1997) ‘action competence’ would lead to deeper learning in 
students about sustainable architecture, in any future replacement programmes for BSF.  However this would require 
greater commitment to democratic or participatory practice and a change from outcome-driven to process-focused.   
 
The importance of such a focus is corroborated by the limited examples of architectural co-design projects that can be 
found within academic literature.  For example Blundell Jones (2005) describes the winning entry by architect Peter Hubner 
for Gelsenkirchen school in the 1990s. The design was in strong collaboration with students and teachers, with 
brainstorming for ideas, followed by the architects working up concepts that were then refined after feedback from the 

school community. Students also built models of the architectural plans and were involved in practical exercises regarding 
light and ventilation issues, towards creating a building that is regarded as a model of sustainable architecture. These 
included insulated concrete foundations, renewable wood frame, passive energy systems for heating and cooling, insulated 
walls with day lighting incorporated, and a living green roof. Continuing gardening work ensures EfS is ongoing.  
Competition judges favoured Hubner’s entry because it showed design as a continual and inclusive process involving all 
stakeholders in the design and build process.  This is also the very thing that characterises the Eco-classroom project 
(Wake 2010a), so it would seem that not only does the ideal hold real appeal (as evidenced by the judge’s positive 
reception to Hubner’s entry), but the reality can yield rich results in terms of developing meaning, on-going learning about 

environmental stewardship, and ownership of buildings through a genuine co-design process.  With the eco-classroom 
project this author’s findings indicated that the participatory aspect, coupled with the authentic nature of the project and its 
topic of environmentally sustainable design, was a strong combined ‘hook’ that effectively engaged the students. The 
project architect endorsed this, saying: 

I think the intensity of their interest and enthusiasm for design and architecture and creating that building has 
been really good… It has surprised … and … delighted me – getting into the spirit boots and all (architect 
interview). 
  

 

4. ECO-CLASSROOM PROJECT FEATURES AND RESEARCH 
 

4.1. Eco-classroom project 

Since late 2005 an annually changing group of students aged 9-11 years, who had chosen EfS electives at the school, 
worked on an architectural project to co-design and co-construct an eco-classroom that utilised eco-technology or low 
impact design principles (i.e. minimising environmental impact by using recycled & environmentally sustainable materials 
and technologies).  For example they developed ideas for sustainable features and practices by devising activities and 
experiments to test ideas, therefore working collaboratively and with design and planning processes, often within a science 
or structural realm. 

 
Following the early investigative work a concept plan and model of the eco-classroom was developed in 2006-2008, led by 
the student’s research and decisions, in conjunction with the school’s Lead Environmental Education teacher (the teacher) 
as facilitator and a local architecture firm.  Students also played a leading role in presenting and disseminating information 
about the project to both the school and wider community, including the Board of Trustees (BoT) for the school (who have 
considerable input into the management, especially financial, of the school) and potential project sponsors.  In this way 
they gained cross-disciplinary skills such as communication and presentations, organisation and confidence. 
 

Detailed drawings followed and tender documents were prepared in 2009, with help from a project manager (environmental 
engineer) appointed for this purpose.  Students then contributed to construction e.g. laying insulation material, pre-wiring 
electrical cable and making clay bricks for a heat-absorbing feature wall behind the pellet-burning fireplace. Although the 
building opened in December 2009, current students continue to develop ideas from previous students who worked on the 
project, and add their own as the, now named, ‘Living Room’ takes on a new role in their learning.  This involves managing 
the building, developing the landscape around it and documenting the story of its development.  In this way the project 
remains alive and dynamic, while always focused on EfS learning. The project is believed to be the first of its kind in a New 
Zealand school and had ongoing support and involvement from the principal, other school staff, parents and the BoT.   
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4.2. Research design 
A qualitative method of narrative inquiry (Clandinin 2007) was chosen for the study, whereby participants’ views or stories 
were collected and analysed. It was deemed particularly important to include both children’s and adults’ voices because of 

the ‘shared decision-making’ philosophy of this project and to enable comparison and triangulation.  
 
Stories were collected in three ways.  In 2008 focus groups were held with students (aged 9-11 years) who were involved 
in a working party for the project, and parents of these students completed questionnaires.  In 2009 interviews were 
conducted with key adult stakeholders (architect, project manager, school principal, teacher, BoT member and 
Enviroschools facilitator). All participants were asked questions about student learning in the project including development 
of knowledge (cognitive), skills (psychomotor) and attitudes and values (affective).  This reflected the importance of 
detecting behaviour changes, commensurate with EfS approaches such as action competence. 

  
It is important to acknowledge that the student group participating in this research was more involved in the project than 
many students at the school.  This was a deliberate choice since these students had greater knowledge of the project.  
However, the fact these students were handpicked, based on interest and motivation, to be part of the Eco-classroom 
Working Party, coupled with the high socio-economic demographic of the school is a potential limitation to extrapolation of 
these results.  
 

 

5. AN ECOLOGY OF LEARNING 
 
Research on the eco-classroom project revealed that it is process-driven and learning focused; carried out within an 
environment of authenticity, relevance and democracy. The project is about people, working for the environment so the 
success of its management reflects directly on the learning that participants got from the project, as well as its on-going 
nature.  In all these regards my research findings showed that its successes in these areas were significant.  Unpacking 
this I found that the structure of the project, in terms of the involvement of people, was consciously developed in a way that 
encouraged an ecology of learning to evolve (see Figure 1).  In common with environmental ecologies this is deceptively 
simple to look at, belying its very complex functioning.  The result was synergistic with effects both rippling outwards and 
interacting back inwards.  The eco-classroom project manager outlined the way this was set up:  

… one of the main focuses of the project is a participatory approach, so they are bringing in experts from the 
community as well as people from their own Board of Trustees and other teachers, volunteers, parents and 
people like myself. So I think that whole bringing in and working together is spreading the awareness in the 
wider community. 

The following points provide explanation and evidence:  

5.1. Learning 

The inner layer of the diagram represents all the students who directly contributed to the project via their learning and 
experiences.   Keeping student learning at its heart, which was the raison d’être of the project, ensured this focus was 
never overshadowed or lost sight of.  The authentic context of the project as an actual and commercially-viable project 

gave it real appeal pedagogically and invited a strong community input.  The school principal summed up the essentiality of 
this combination: 

I wouldn’t have bothered doing it unless we did that. … that’s part of the philosophy … here … getting 
children to study big ideas … also putting them in meaningful contexts. … You couldn’t get a more 

meaningful context to one that is a bit of life. They’re making big decisions”. 

School staff were enthusiastic about the learning that occurred as a result of the project.  For example the principal said: 

But the skills are the things that blow me away. I mean really you’ve got all the investigative skills, the 
questioning skills, the thinking skills. … the selling of their ideas, the talking over of their ideas … they’ve had 
to plan events, to present their ideas to the BoT, to present their ideas to parent groups and to the wider 
community. Plan the ‘Green Lunch’ that we had, right down to hosting and the food. So all those 
presentation skills are really important as well and it gives them a confidence. 

The teacher said: 

Skill of persistence … Children have, for their young ages, have been able to persist in heading towards 
where they want to get. Problem solving real life issues has been the core of the whole study itself … Co-
operation and teamwork is huge. … Self-belief in themselves and their team …and the way they can transfer 

their skills in their roles into other areas of the school and other environmental areas as well as other 
learning opportunities and different areas.  
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In the focus groups students corroborated this, saying: 

Well I think I’ve got skills from the actual talking in front of everybody because, well that’s quite an important 
skill for most jobs when you’re older so, and also for our [class] speeches… So it’s pretty good to be able to 
be a confident speaker …  

And, “I learnt lots of skills from this like evaluating and like green star ratings and stuff, but it also has … made an 
effect on home, like switching off heaters”. 

 
5.2. Support and Participation 

The second layer represents the embeddedness of both EfS principles and democratic practices in the fabric of the school, 
coupled with direct encouragement from school management such as the principal and BoT. In a fertile environment of 
support like this, ideas and projects flourish. When students in the focus groups were asked why this project had been, “… 

the best”, they replied unanimously that it was because it was “kid-run”.  My research established that the school has 
developed a culture of democratic or participatory practice in its teaching and school management practices that goes 
beyond the eco-classroom project. The teacher explained: 

… it’s the way the school is. This is what they [students] expect. … I just think it’s our school culture that they 

will be listened to, their ideas are valued … and their advice will be often taken. It’s not just the eco-building; 
it’s in any aspect.  

The principal agreed, saying, “It doesn’t matter about their age. [What matters is] that they have skills and ideas and things 
that they can contribute; and they just need to be listened to”.  The confident response by students was, “… even though 

there are a few adults … they’re thinking like us, so it’s … really good”. 
 
While participation is included in the school Charter, it is also possible that becoming an Enviroschool has also had an 
influence since the Enviroschools Programme espouses shared decision-making and a whole-schools approach. The BoT 
member also credited the devolved management style of the principal that supports and enables this kind of project when a 
teacher has a particular interest. The teacher was emphatic that the project would not have been possible without the 
incredible encouragement and support of the principal and senior management team, including the BoT and Parent-
Teacher Association (PTA) (Teacher, personal communication 11 September 2009).  In response the principal said: 

I am always challenged by [students] passion and that challenges me in turn to support them and make sure 
this thing works and that it does stay real and that our enviro teacher and the other parents that are really 
getting in behind it on the different groups are able to see a result. 

This reciprocation, which rippled outwards through the layers of the project, also touched the School’s Board of Trustees, 
who had to give permission for the project to proceed.  Student learning and commitment to the project impressed them 
accordingly:  

…their inspiration and their absolute commitment and belief in the project has then translated across into the 
Board of Trustees, [who] have seen this and said, well how can we encourage this, rather than saying this is 
a risky project, this is going to cost more… 
 

 
Figure 1: Diagrammatic representation of the ‘Ecology of Learning’ developed in the eco-classroom project 
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Likewise sustainability is embedded within the school, meaning the eco-classroom project is supported by the culture of the 
school and all the EfS work and learning that preceded it and occurs alongside.  The principal explained:  

The Charter is personal to our school community. After our consultation with the community, we do a 
revision of our Charter every year. … One of our learning priorities is that we are [school name] learners who 
become committed to sustainability and will practice it. This is who we are … 

5.3. Skilled Facilitation 

The third layer is the skilled facilitation and dedication of the teacher, someone who drove and oversaw the eco-classroom 
project with passion, and clear trust and respect from students.  The architect described the project dynamic as, “…it’s kind 
of a three pronged approach; the kids are leading it in terms of the research and what they are wanting to achieve with the 
building, being guided by the teacher, and guided by ourselves”.  The Enviroschools Facilitator emphasised: 

… it was extremely important to have the right sort of adults actually scaffolding it for the kids. I think that 

was essential, if you hadn’t had those adults there ensuring that each step was nurtured, then I don’t 
believe that it would’ve been as successful in terms of the student participation. 

The key role of the teacher in facilitation and leadership of the project was widely acknowledged. For example the principal 
emphasised, “…it’s a tribute as well to the teachers involved … it’s [their] facilitation that has been really key”. The BoT 

member summarised it as, “…definitely it’s kid-led, but … the processes are adult-crafted…” 
 
In the focus groups students were very appreciative of the teacher, saying e.g. “…with her helping us we’ve grown from 
when we started. We’ve become more confident”, and “… we’re actually lucky to have [the teacher] because she’s really 
helped us run this … I mean we’re only kids but she’s helped us to get things”.  This quote implies that students felt this 
was their project and the teacher clearly believed in the essentiality of this, saying:  

… the key thing is that it is their own initiative. It can be very tempting to want to totally direct students. 
But once you do that they are very quick to realise that it’s not their project anymore. It’s really important 
that they have the strong lead. As the teacher we are the facilitator … there is some guiding for sure. 
They are in control. … they like being involved in all the steps …  

Students appreciated being guided rather than directed by both the teacher and other professionals they worked with, as 

one student said:  

… when [the teacher] took me to the PTA meeting and the BoT meeting to do a little speech on the 
environment … maybe she would write a little on the speech and then let me write the rest, and [the 
architect] when he did the plans he would always show us before he made any changes or if we wanted to 
make changes so we were always making the decisions. 

5.4. Empathetic Community Expertise  

The extensive expertise of different community members is the next layer, most prominently filled by the architect office 
and later the project manager, but also including the significant input of craftspeople such as mud-brick makers, graphic 
designers (for the advertising brochure), plus construction contractors - all of whom worked within the process-focused 
environment of learning and democracy that was established.  The teacher was emphatic that: 

[The architect] is absolutely the right architect working with the children. Seeing them as equals and 
going through exactly the same process he would go through with any other client. Called them his 
clients, consulted at all the different stages, but also revisited every new elective group that came in. 
They definitely felt part of it [the design process].  

During the focus groups the students agreed unanimously that they were encouraged, listened to and felt part of all 
decision-making. In response to being asked whether they felt they had a lot of say in the project, someone replied, “Yeah, 
heaps of voice”, while another said, “[the architect] actually takes time with us to include the features we want.” 
 
By keeping the contact with experts and professionals from the community relevant, highly practical and fun-focused, 
continued interest and therefore learning was ensured. According to the Enviroschools Facilitator, keeping content ‘local’ 
was also important, and this relevance meant students felt connected and ‘at home’. For example: 

The mud brick making was just fantastic. Everybody loved that. I think the thing about the mud bricks … 
because it is relevant to this school (right down to collecting different samples from around the school 
environment …), and it’s hands-on and it’s fun and it’s using their environment. 

This is evidenced by a student’s excited comment at a mud brick-making session for the eco-classroom construction, 
saying, “I never knew being eco-friendly was so much fun!”  
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Interaction with the community also helped emphasise the authenticity of the project as the architect explained: 

… actually having to go through that filtering process and … developing process from a concept and revising 
a concept to then making it … a bit more real in terms of codes … I think being involved in that process has 
really made things real for them… 

It also built appreciation for the architect, with one of the students saying, “…he’s very important to us”, while another 
added, “He’s donating quite a lot of his time”, and a third noted “He knows about designing things. It would’ve taken us a lot 
longer to come up with the plans”.  The teacher agreed, saying: 

I think they incredibly value what those community people are offering, whoever they may be. I think they 
really start to respect … the time they are giving as well. … I think it goes back to that building of 
relationships time and time again. Adults seeing kids as equals - it all goes back into those sort of circles. But 
I think the kids expect … to be able to speak to them like you and I. 

The architect believed students had valued his input, saying, “…them seeing the value of a professional. I think that ability 
to talk with a professional, get good advice, and that discussion again. I think they have appreciated that”.    

5.5. Inclusivity  

A further layer was made up by the rest of the school (students and staff), PTA and other school committees, plus 
community members who donated services and materials. Particularly within the school community these people 
supported and celebrated the progress of the eco-classroom and helped with fundraising and organisation, or separate 
projects that contributed.  The teacher explained how important it was to move slowly and ensure good communication 

with the community outside the school: 

… we did it in steps … over two years we informed our local community and we sought out experts in our 
local community and then with our Green Lunch we took it to the wider community. … I think that our 
process made the local community feel empowered and it has also bought on board … people who 
want[ed] to help, … It was purposely sought just to do it in stages like that … [To avoid] people out there 

knowing things before our community had an opportunity to know things, and that included our local iwi 
group as well. 

Within the school she commented, “I am astounded at the response from parents in the community. Parents putting up 
their hands to take on huge roles [e.g.] fundraising. … One lady is an editor, … has no children involved directly in the 
project, but has put her hand up”.  Students helped produce notices and newsletters that kept other school staff and 
students, plus parents informed.  This resulted in drawing more students into the project, as the teacher illustrated: 

Last year a couple of the year 3 and 4 students in a different study had to design a club, and they were not 
part of my teaching at all … They decided to make a club that would support the eco-classroom. So I thought 
that this is really getting out there to other people. Not just the teachers, but the actual students. 

 
The wider group of parents and caregivers, not actively involved, plus the wider community formed another layer, not 
actively involved, but potentially receptive to the project, as the project manager explained in terms of the effect of the 
students’ enthusiasm on the wider community:  
 

… the students have a really good effect on others due to their passion for their project. I think this has 
influenced a lot the members of the community that they meet with because it is something quite different. I 
think it opens other people’s eyes … and maybe it opens people’s minds to the possibility that there is a 
different way of doing things. 

 
Last, but certainly not least, the Enviroschools Programme, and Facilitator, including the National office and Director 
provided significant support, advice and resources for this project, while always letting the school maintain ownership, as 
per the philosophy of the programme to enable rather than direct projects in schools.  The relationship between the school 

and the Enviroschools Programme was described by the BoT member as, “…a meeting of the minds” and by the principal 
as, “A valuable partnership that has been very good for providing links to people and advice”. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The paper has addressed the dual aspects of teaching children about environmental sustainability through a design 
process in terms of both increasing environmental awareness and action as well as heightening their appreciation and 
perception of architecture and the built environment.  Within the principles of EfS it is accepted pedagogically that action-
taking projects ‘for’ the environment, e.g. the eco-classroom project or other sustainable building projects, are more likely 
to lead to learning transformations.  This occurs through learning being authentic, relevant and democratic, which builds 
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empowerment through ownership, resulting in a shift in attitudes and values, which are the determinants of behaviour. 
According to EfS ideals such as ‘developing action competence’, these aspects are imperatives for permanent behaviour 
change towards the environment. 

 
Findings from the eco-classroom project indicate the importance of the way the project is managed in terms of involving 
different layers of people from school and community, and the need to maintain the focus on learning and democracy 
throughout the project.  The essentiality of having a supportive senior management within the school, skilled facilitation 
among teaching staff and empathetic professionals such as architects and engineers to work with students has been 
demonstrated.  In conclusion, carrying out authentic architectural design projects within a school-based learning 
environment is a valid and potentially rich way to engage children in relevant sustainable architectural principles and 
practice.   It will also help the architectural profession learn about children’s needs and spatial awareness, which is 

important in building respect and observing their rights, as well as contributing to a collaborative and cross-disciplinary 
process that may help create more environmentally aware and design-discerning citizens in the future.   
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